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1. Alfonso Puautjimi
   The Keeping House 2010
   Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper
   34.8 x 25.1cm [image]
   Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2064

2. Francis Kerinaiua
   Bird c.2007
   Natural ochres on ironwood
   H27cm x 12cm (diameter - base)
   On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection

3. Estelle Munkanome
   Untitled c.1997-8
   Natural ochres on canvas
   80 x 100cm
   On loan, Private Collection

4. John Martin Tipuamantumirri
   Untitled [Bird] 2000
   Natural ochres on paper
   19.5 x 24cm [image]
   Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2068

5. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
   Untitled 1996
   Natural ochres on Arches paper
   32 x 23cm [image], irreg.
   Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2066

6. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
   Untitled [Sleeping snakes] 1999
   Natural ochres on Arches paper
   23 x 31.5cm [image]
   Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2067

7. Alfonso Puautjimi
   Family Group 1998
   Natural ochres on Arches paper
   68 x 47cm [image]
   Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1360

8. Lorna Kantilla
   Untitled [Mud Mussels & Arrows] 1998
   Natural ochres on paper
   49 x 68.5cm [image]
   On loan, Private Collection

9. Lorna Kantilla
   Untitled 1999
   Natural ochres on paper
   49.5 x 67cm [image]
   On loan, Private Collection

10. Estelle Munkanome
    Untitled c.1997
11. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* c.1997  
Natural ochres on paper  
23.5 x 15.5cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

12. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 1998  
Natural ochres on paper  
48.5 x 31cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

13. Aquin Pilakui  
*Tutini* 1999  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
66.8 x 48.5cm [AP134-9]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

14. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 1998  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
48 x 39cm  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1357*

15. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 1998  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
50 x 43cm  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1358*

16. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri  
*Untitled* 1998  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
48 x 67cm  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1359*

17. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* [Mud Mussels & Arrows] 1998  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
47 x 66cm  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1361*

18. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri  
*Untitled* [Birds] 2001  
Natural ochres on paper  
34.5 x 53cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

19. Lillian Kerinaiuia  
*Untitled* 2000  
Natural ochres on paper  
49.5 x 35.5cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

20. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2000  
Natural ochres on paper  
51 x 31.5cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

21. Aquin Pilakui  
*Untitled* 1999  
Natural ochres on paper  
52 x 24cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

22. ALCOVE:  
Barry Kantilla  
*Bird* c.2006  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H113 x 21cm (diameter - base)  
*On loan, Private Collection*

23. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2010  
Natural ochres on canvas  
90 x 70cm  
*On loan from Leeanne Mahaffey*

24. Jonathon Tipungwuti  
*Untitled* 2009  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
38 x 28cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2071*

25. Jonathon Tipungwuti  
*Untitled* 2008 [JT155-28]  
Natural ochres on canvas  
80 x 30cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

26. Jonathon Tipungwuti  
*Untitled* 2008 [JT152-28]  
Natural ochres on canvas  
80 x 30cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

27. Jonathon Tipungwuti
28. Estelle Munkanome
*Untitled* 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
57.5 x 76cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1651

29. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2001
Natural ochres on Arches paper
21 x 52.5cm [image]
On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection

30. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2001
Natural ochres on Arches paper
32.5 x 51.5cm [image]
On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection

31. Lillian Kerinaiaua
*Untitled* 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
38 x 28cm
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1646

32. Lillian Kerinaiaua
*Untitled [three tutini poles]* 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
76 x 29cm [image]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1650

33. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2009
Natural ochres on Arches paper
56 x 76cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2010 – CDU1991

34. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2001
Natural ochres on Arches paper
34 x 24cm [image]
On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection

35. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2001
Natural ochres on Arches paper
51.5 x 33cm [image]
On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection

36. Lorna Kantilla
*Untitled* 2007
Natural ochres on canvas
100 x 45cm
On loan, Private Collection

37. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
*Untitled* 2004
Natural ochres on paper
57 x 37.5cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1642

38. Lillian Kerinaiaua
*Untitled* 2001
Natural ochres on Arches paper
46 x 52cm [image]
On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection

39. Estelle Munkanome
*Untitled [Pupuni jilamara]* 2007
Natural ochres on Arches paper
76 x 57.5cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1652

40. Estelle Munkanome
*Untitled* 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
75 x 57cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1653

41. Estelle Munkanome
*Untitled* 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
75 x 57cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – 1654
42. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri  
*Untitled [Birds]* 2001  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
23.1 x 33.1cm [image]  
*On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection*

43. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2005  
Natural ochres on paper  
57.5 x 77cm [image & paper]  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2006 – CDU1346*

44. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2007  
Natural ochres on canvas  
100 x 45cm  
*On loan, Private Collection*

45. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri  
*Untitled [Fish]* 2001  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
69.5 x 51cm [image]  
*On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection*

46. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled 2008 [EM491-28]*  
Natural ochres on canvas  
80 x 30cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

47. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Plane* 2010 [NGAR-006]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
28 x 44cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

48. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Bicycle* 2010 [NGAR-004]  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
25.3 x 34.5cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

49. Alexandrina Kantilla  
*Untitled (Portrait)* 2010 [NGAR-009]  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
48 x 28.6cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

50. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-044]*  
Monotype on paper  
34.5 x 25.6cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

51. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-043]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.8 x 24.4cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

52. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-045]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.5 x 25cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

53. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-046]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34 x 24.9cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

54. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-047]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.5 x 25.2cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

55. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled 2010 [NGAR-048]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34 x 25cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

56. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled [Jukwarringa – Mud Mussels] 2010 [NGAR-029]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.7 x 25.7cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

57. Alexandrina Kantilla  
*Tini* 2010  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.6 x 25.4cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2060*

58. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled [Jukwarringa – Mud Mussels] 2010 [NGAR-027]*  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.7 x 25.2cm [image]
67. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Two Houses* 2010 [NGAR-007]  
Monotype on paper  
39.5 x 27.2 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

68. Marcia Kantilla  
*Jajingarti* 2010  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.5 x 28.2 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 - CDU2052*

69. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2010 [NGAR-018]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
41 x 28.5 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

70. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2010 [NGAR-017]  
Monotype on paper  
41 x 28.5 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

71. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2010 [NGAR-016]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.5 x 28.4 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

72. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* [Jukwarrinjga – Mud Mussels] 2010 [NGAR-025]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
41 x 25.4 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

73. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Kapala* 2010  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
39.5 x 27 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2061*
75. **Lillian Kerinaiua**  
*Untitled* 2010 [NGAR-032]  
Monotype on paper  
41 x 28.5cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

76. **Ken Wayne Kantilla**  
*Country Wangarruwu* 2010 [NGAR-048]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
41 x 28.5cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

77. **Lillian Kerinaiua**  
*Untitled* 2010 [NGAR-030]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.5 x 28.4cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

78. **Alexandrina Kantilla**  
*Tunga* 2010  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.5 x 28.5cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2058*

79. **Alexandrina Kantilla**  
*Tunga* 2010 [NGAR-014]  
Monotype on paper  
48 x 28.4cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

80. **Alexandrina Kantilla**  
*Tunga* 2010 [NGAR-013]  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.6 x 28.2cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

81. **Alexandrina Kantilla**  
*Tini* 2010  
Monotype on mixed media art paper  
40.5 x 28cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2059*

82. **Alexandrina Kantilla**  
*Tini* 2010 [NGAR-010]  
Monotype on paper  
40.9 x 38.6cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

83. **Aquin Pilakui**  
*Untitled* (Tutini) 2010  
Monotype on Saunders Waterford paper  
34.7 x 25.1cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2051*

84. **Aquin Pilakui**  
*Untitled* (Tutini) 2010 [NGAR-038]  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
35 x 25.1 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

85. **Aquin Pilakui**  
*Tunga* 2010 [NGAR-041]  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
40.9 x 28.7 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

86. **Marcia Kantilla**  
*Tunga* 2010 [NGAR-036]  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
40.9 x 28.7 cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

87. **Estelle Munkanome**  
*Untitled* 2010  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
41 x 28.7 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2057*

88. **Aquin Pilakui**  
*Untitled* (Kirimpika) 2010  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
25.3 x 34.5 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2050*

89. **Marcia Kantilla**  
*Tunga* 2010  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
40.9 x 28.6 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2055*

90. **Lillian Kerinaiua**  
*Untitled* 2010  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.8 x 25.4 cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2056*
91. **Lillian Kerinaiau**  
*Untitled 2010* [NGAR-033]  
Monotype on Arches hot pressed paper  
34.7 x 25.5cm [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

92. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*One House 2010* [NGAR-008]  
Monotype on Saunders Waterford paper  
32.5 x 23.5 [image]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

93. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Bicycle 2010*  
Monotype on BFK Rives paper  
29 x 39.5cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2062*  

94. **Estelle Munkanome**  
*Untitled 2005*  
Natural ochres on paper  
57 x 38cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased for the CDU Art Collection, 2005 – CDU1273*  

95. **Estelle Munkanome**  
*Untitled 2005*  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57 x 38cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased for the CDU Art Collection, 2005 – CDU1271*  

96. **Estelle Munkanome**  
*Untitled 2003*  
Natural ochres on linen  
130 x 99.5cm  
*On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection*  

97. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Still Life 2010*  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57 x 76cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2048*  

98. **Estelle Munkanome**  
*Untitled 2007*  
Natural ochres & pigments on canvas  
100 x 45cm  

99. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Kawarri [Two goannas] 2011*  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57 x 76cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2046*  

100. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Crocodile and Dinghy 2011*  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57 x 76cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2047*  

101. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Pink Plane 2011* [APU585-11]  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57.1 x 76cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

102. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Going Hunting 2011* [APU584-11]  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
57.5 x 76.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

103. **Alfonso Puautjimi**  
*Portrait of Joy Naden 2011*  
Natural ochres on paper  
57 x 38cm [image & paper]  
*On loan, Private Collection*  

104. **Lorna Kantilla**  
*Untitled 2010* [LK514-10]  
Natural ochres on canvas  
40 x 30cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

105. **Lorna Kantilla**  
*Untitled 2010*  
Natural ochres on canvas  
80 x 30cm  
*On loan, Private Collection*  

106. **Lorna Kantilla**  
*Untitled [Grey Mud Mussels] 2011*  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
76 x 57cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2044*
107. Alfonso Puautjimi

**Untitled [yellow tree]** 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
38 x 28.5cm [image & paper]

*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1648*

108. Alfonso Puautjimi

**Untitled [white tree]** 2008
Natural ochres on Arches paper
58 x 38cm [image & paper]

*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1649*

109. John Martin Tipuamantumirri

**Untitled** 2000
Natural ochres on paper
51.5 x 33cm [image]

*Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2070*

110. John Martin Tipuamantumirri

**Untitled** 2000
Natural ochres on paper
42 x 51cm [image]

*Purchased through the CDU Foundation in 2011 with the assistance of Mrs Margaret Johnson, Life Member – CDU2069*

111. Estelle Munkanome

**Untitled** 2000 [EM237-20]
Natural ochres on Arches paper
69 x 49cm [image]

*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

112. Alfonso Puautjimi

**Untitled [Bicycle]** 2010
Natural ochres on Arches paper
57.5 x 77cm [image & paper]

*On loan from Chips Mackinolty*

113. Alfonso Puautjimi

**Kapala & Houses** 2009
Natural ochres on canvas
112 x 60cm, APU480-29

*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

114. Fatima Kantilla

**Yinkiti Winga (Seafood)** 1997
Natural ochres on Arches paper
30.3 x 49.4cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

115. Ken Wayne Kantilla

**Piranga and Jukwarringa (Longbum and Mussel)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
37.3 x 49cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

116. Graham Tipungwuti

**Alamunga (Barramundi)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
44 x 48.6cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

117. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri

**Muputi 2 (Fish)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
42.5 x 61.1cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

118. Aquin Pilakui

**Tarati, Yirrikipayi, Muputt (Big crab, saltwater crocodile, fish)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
25.5 x 22.7cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

119. Estelle Munkanome

**Kirimpika (Mud crab)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
23.1 x 32.2cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

120. Lorna Kantilla

**Jukawerringa (Mud mussel)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
36.6 x 48.7cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

121. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri

**Muputi 1 (Fish)** 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
30.5 x 49.5cm [image]

*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

122. Lillian Kerinaiua

**Untitled** 2006
Natural ochres on canvas
80 x 62.5cm

*On loan, Private Collection*

123. Aquin Pilakui
124. Lillian Kerinauwa
*Kirliwarina* (Stingray) 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
22.7 x 32.8cm [image]
*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

125. Lorna Kantilla
*Untitled* 1998
Natural ochres on paper
28.5 x 31cm [image]
*On loan, Private Collection*

126. Louis Tipiloura
*Wurrripiti* (Cockles) 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
22.9 x 26cm [image]
*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

127. Margaret Mary Puantulura
*Kirimpika & Jilamarra* (Mudcrab and painting or design) 1998
Natural ochres on Arches paper
23 x 26.5cm [image]
*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

128. Barry Kantilla
*Bima/Wayayi* c.2002
Natural ochres on ironwood, with feathers
H142cm x 21cm (diameter - base)
*On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection*

129. Alfonso Puautjimi
*Tutini* 1998
Acrylic on canvas
106 x 76cm
*On loan, Private Collection*

130. Ken Wayne Kantilla
*Tunga IV* 2008
Natural ochres on paper
38 x 29cm [image & paper]
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

131. David Tipuamantumirri
Canoe & paddle c.2005
Natural ochres on ironwood, with string
26 x 7.5cm
*On loan, Private Collection*

132. Ken Wayne Kantilla
Forked fighting stick 1 2010
Natural ochres on ironwood
42 x 8cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

133. Ken Wayne Kantilla
*Club* 2010
Natural ochres on ironwood
35 x 5cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

134. Ken Wayne Kantilla
Forked fighting stick 2 2010
Natural ochres on ironwood
38 x 10.5cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

135. David Tipuamantumirri
*Fish* c.2005-6
Natural ochres on ironwood
25.5 x 5cm, approx
*On loan, Private Collection*

136. Marcia Kantilla
*Untitled* 2008
Natural ochres on paper
38 x 29cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

137. David Tipuamantumirri
*Crocodile* c.2005-6
Natural ochres on ironwood
33 x 5cm, approx.
*On loan, Private Collection*

138. David Tipuamantumirri
Forked fighting stick c.2005
Natural ochres on ironwood
32cm x 7cm (Height x width)
*On loan, Private Collection*

139. Ken Wayne Kantilla
*Club* 2010
Natural ochres on ironwood
38.5 x 7cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

140. Ken Wayne Kantilla
*Club* 2010
Natural ochres on ironwood
38 x 6.5cm
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*
141. Ken Wayne Kantilla  
*Shell* 2010  
Natural ochres on bailer shell (*melo amphora*), 14 x 7.5cm, approx.  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

142. Ken Wayne Kantilla  
*Shell* 2010  
Natural ochres on bailer shell (*melo amphora*), 14 x 8cm, approx.  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

143. Ken Wayne Kantilla  
*Tutini* 2010  
Natural ochres on paper  
29 x 38cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

144. David Tipuamantumirri  
*Dugong* c.2005-6  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
28 x 8cm, approx.  
*On loan, Private Collection*  

145. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*The Keeping House* 2010  
Monotype on Arches BFK Rives paper  
40.5 x 28cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2063*  

146. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Tutini* 1998  
Acrylic on canvas  
178 x 64.5cm  
*On loan, Private Collection*  

147. David Tipuamantumirri  
*Purukuparli* 2006  
Natural ochres on ironwood with feathers  
H59 x 11cm (diameter - base)  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2006 – CDU1345*  

148. Barry Kantilla  
*Purukuparli* 2006  
Natural ochres on ironwood with feathers  
H53 x 6.5cm (diameter - base)  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2005 – CDU1344*  

149. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Untitled* 2003  
Natural ochres on linen  
99.5 x 130.5cm  
*On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection*  

150. Bruce Tipuamantumirri  
*Tutini* 2011  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H42cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

151. Ken Wayne Kantilla  
*Tutini* 2011  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H27.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

152. Bruce Tipuamantumirri  
*Tutini* 2011  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H43.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

153. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Tutini* 2006 [APU300-26]  
Natural ochres on linen  
120 x 91.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*  

154. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2011  
Acrylic paint on Arches paper  
58.3 x 42.5cm [image]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 - CDU2045*  

155. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* 2010  
Gouache and ink on Arches paper  
56 x 76cm  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2010 – CDU1992*  

156. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2010  
Gouache on Arches paper  
56 x 76cm  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2010 – CDU1993*
157. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2009  
Watercolour on paper  
37.5 x 27cm [image & paper]  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1716*

158. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2009  
Watercolour on paper  
37.5 x 27cm [image & paper]  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1715*

159. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2009  
Watercolour on paper [image & paper]  
37.5 x 27cm  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1714*

160. Lorna Kantilla  
*Jilamara* 2010  
Pencil, black pen and gouache on Canson paper  
27 x 37.5cm [image & paper]  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2010 – CDU1826*

161. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2010  
Pencil and gouache on Canson paper  
27.5 x 37.5cm [image & paper]  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2010 – CDU1825*

162. Francis Kerinaiau  
*Bird* [Curlew] 2011  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
93.5 x 13cm (diameter - base)  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

163. Francis Kerinaiau  
*Bird* [Curlew] 2007  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H108 x 20cm (diameter - base)  
*Acquired for the CDU Art Collection, 2007 – CDU1382*

164. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled* c.2002  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Naphthol dyes  
287 x 114cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

165. Alexandrina Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2006  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Naphthol dyes  
171.5 x 44cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

166. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled* 2010  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Naphthol dyes  
153 x 28.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

167. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled* 2004  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Drimarine K dyes  
152 x 27.5cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

168. Alexandrina Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2005  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Naphthol dyes  
158 x 44cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

169. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled* 2010  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Naphthol dyes  
154 x 28cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

170. Finton Timaepatua  
*Untitled* 2003  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Drimarine K dyes  
152 x 28cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

171. Martin Tipiloura  
*Untitled* 2001  
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using  
Naphthol dyes  
88 x 89cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

172. Alexandrina Kantilla  
*Purruruti* (Moon fish) 1998  
Linocut print on paper  
(3-Colour), edn 2/2
173. Fatima Kantilla
Kirimpika (Crab) 1998
Linocut print on paper
(3-Colour), edn 4/5
20.1 x 20.3cm [image]
On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection

174. Marie Yvonne Tipuamantumirri
Untitled 2001
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Naphthol dyes
154 x 28cm
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

175. Finton Timaepatua
Untitled 2010
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Naphthol dyes
146 x 29.5cm
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

176. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
Untitled 2001
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Naphthol dyes
160 x 27.5cm
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

177. Finton Timaepatua
Untitled 2011
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Drimarine K dyes
158 x 28cm
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

178. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
Untitled 2001
Batik on 8m/m Habutai silk using Naphthol dyes
53.5 x 55.5cm
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

179. Margaret Mary Puautjimi
Piranga (Longbum) 1998
Linocut print on paper
(1-Colour), edn 2/3
30.4 x 30cm [image]

180. Dorothy (Noni) Poantumilui
Jarrikarlarni (Turtle) 1998
Linocut print on paper
(1-Colour), edn 2/5
24.7 x 25cm [image]
On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection

181. Lorna Kantilla
Jukwarringa (Mud Mussels) 1998
Linocut print on paper
(2-Colour), edn 1/8
30.4 x 30cm [image]
On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection

182. Jane M. Tipuamantumirri
Jukwerringa and Piranga (Mud mussel and Longbum) 1997
Linocut print on paper
(1-Colour), edn 3/3
12.8cm x 30.2cm [image]
On loan, Ngaruwanajirri Collection

183. Alfonso Puautjimi
Four Birds [Tokampini] 2011
Natural ochres on linen
122 x 90cm
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2043

184. Francis Kerinaiua
Bird 2011
Natural ochres on ironwood
41 x 7.5cm (diameter - base)
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

185. Bruce Tipuamantumirri
Bird 2011
Natural ochres on ironwood
H36 x 9cm (diameter - base)
On loan from Ngaruwanajirri

186. Alfonso Puautjimi
Tiwi Trader 2011
Natural ochres on Arches paper
57 x 76cm [image & paper]
Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2011 – CDU2049

187. Alfonso Puautjimi
Mullet 2010 [APU563-10]
Natural ochres on canvas
188. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Queen Fish* 2010 [APU564-10]  
Natural ochres on canvas  
30 x 79.7cm  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

189. Barry Kantilla  
*Purukuparli* 2010  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H134 x 21cm (diameter - base)  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

190. Lorna Kantilla  
*Untitled* 2003  
Natural ochres on linen  
130.5 x 99.5cm  
*On loan from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education Art Collection*

191. Estelle Munkanome  
*Untitled [Portrait of Lorna Kantilla]* 2008  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
37.5 x 28.5cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1645*

192. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Untitled [Portrait of Ken Wayne Kantilla]* 2008  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
38 x 28.5cm [image & paper]  
*Purchased through the CDU Foundation for the CDU Art Collection, 2009 – CDU1647*

193. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Portrait of Aquin Pilakui* 2011  
[APU592-11]  
Natural ochres on Arches paper  
77 x 57.5cm [image & paper]  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*

194. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Portrait of John Naden* 1999  
Natural ochres on paper  
50.5 x 22.5cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

195. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Portrait of Joy Naden & Barry Kantilla* 1999  
Natural ochres on paper  
50.5 x 31cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

196. Alfonso Puautjimi  
*Portrait of Chris Naden* 1999  
Natural ochres on paper  
52.5 x 19.5cm [image]  
*On loan, Private Collection*

197. David Tipuamantumirri  
*Purukuparli* c.2006  
Natural ochres on ironwood, with feathers  
H63.5 x 9.5cm (diameter - base)  
*On loan, Private Collection*

198. David Tipuamantumirri  
*Bima* c.2006  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H44.5 x 7.5cm (diameter - base)  
*On loan, Private Collection*

199. Barry Kantilla, Ken Wayne Kantilla, Graham Tipungwuti & Bruce Tipuamantumirri  
*Tutini* 2011  
Natural ochres on ironwood  
H3.5m  
*On loan from Ngaruwanajirri*